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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The interaction of slow highly charged ions (HCIs) with solid surfaces of
metals, insulators, and semiconductors has been the subject of study for nearly two
decades [1—36]. These studies primarily involve the influence of the potential energy
(PE) stored in HCIs on a solid surface upon impact and neglect the kinetic energy
(KE) associated with the HCIs [1, 3]. Fundamental investigations include the study of
electron transfer between the approaching projectile and the solid surface [1, 3],
production of x-rays [1, 16, 21], neutral and ionized particles [1, 4, 6, 7, 17, 18],
electronic excitation of the projectile and surface [1, 5, 16], inelastic scattering of the
HCIs [1, 5, 16], Auger processes [1, 15, 20], stopping and neutralization of the
projectile [1, 4, 5], formation and decay of hollow atoms (HAs) (an atom with empty
inner shells but filled higher shells) above or below the surface [1, 3, 5, 8, 9, 15, 19],
and formulation of the classical-over-the-barrier (COB) model [2, 3]. On the other
hand, potential applications of HCIs-surface interactions concentrate on surface
modifications [23, 24, 29, 32, 34, 35, 36], quantum computers [25, 27], ion beam
lithography [28], medicine [13], astrophysics [13], microelectronics [30], and
nanotechnology [13, 30], to name a few.
According to the COB model, electrons from the surface are predominantly
transferred to an approaching HCI by overcoming the potential well (barrier) between
the surface and the HCI classically rather than by quantum mechanical tunneling [2].
In the COB model the 'critical distance' at which the HCIs start capturing electrons
from the surface, i.e., the point at which HA formation begins, can be written as
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/?

Rc = ——, where q is the charge state of the incident ions and W^ is the work
function of the material. Using this model it can also be shown that the principal
quantum number nc corresponding to the highest Rydberg state of the HCI to which
the first electron form the surface is transferred is given by nc — ,

[1,

W» l + J%
2, 14].
Particular attention has been paid to the interaction of HCIs with the inner
surfaces of micro- and nanocapillaries [6—8, 20]. Yamazaki et al. [6, 8] used
insulating AI2O3 nanocapillaries to study multiple electron transfer between the
projectile and the capillaries, i.e., formation of HAs and the production of x-rays,
avoiding charge-up effects on the inner surfaces of the capillaries by using an
additional beam of thermal electrons produced from a tungsten filament around the
target. A nickel (Ni) metallic microcapillary foil was used by Ninomiya et al. [7] to
extract a stable HA in vacuum. The experimental findings were supported by the most
widely accepted COB model [2, 3, 17].
In 2002 Stolterfoht and coworkers [37] first demonstrated experimentally the
unprecedented transmission of slow highly charged ions through an insulating
polyethylene terephthalate (PET or Mylar) nanocapillary foil without appreciable
change in the energy or charge state of the incident ions. Transmission was observed
for foil tilt angles (y/) of several degrees with respect to the incident beam direction.
The angular distributions of transmitted ions through the PET foil were compared
with a PET foil in which the inner walls of capillaries were coated with silver (Ag),
giving results that were entirely different. For the insulating PET foil, transmitted ions
were observed up to y/ = ± 20° with a broad width (~ 5°), whereas for the PET foil
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covered with Ag, transmission was observed only near 0° with a narrow width (~ 1°)
and low intensity. This finding was surprising since it is well understood
experimentally and theoretically that highly charged ions are nearly neutralized upon
scattering through angles of few degrees or more at a surface [1], a result that was
clearly evident for the PET foil covered with Ag.
The most striking feature for the tilted insulating PET foil was that the
observed angular distributions were shifted with respect to y/= 0° and the centroids of
the shifted distributions coincided with the corresponding tilt angles. This result
suggested that ions are "guided" along the axis of the nanocapillaries. It was proposed
that this guiding was due to a self-organizing charge-up of the inner walls of the
nanocapillaries [37], which, after a characteristic charging time, deflects the
traversing ions causing them to be guided through the sample along the capillary axis.
This observation of guiding has opened up a new field of study and inspired
many

experimental

and

theoretical

investigations

using

various

types

of

nanocapillaries and ions of different energy and charge states [38—82]. Stolterfoht and
his group [38-42, 44-47, 51-53, 71, 74, 75, 80] further studied the guiding of slow
(~ 2 — 10 keV) positive ions through PET nanocapillaries and its dependence on
various parameters such as foil tilt angle, energy and charge state of the incident ions,
capillary diameter and density, beam current, and time. For slow H2 molecular ions (1
keV H2+ and H3+) [44], remarkably negligible fragmentation occurred during the
guiding process, further indicating the strength of the guiding effect. It was observed
that magnitude of the guiding strength decreases with increasing projectile energy [41,
42, 47] and foil tilt angle [37, 38, 40]. Furthermore, guiding also depends on the
properties of the capillary material, alignment of the capillaries, i.e., parallelism of the
capillaries inside the foil, and divergence of the incident beam [39, 48—56]. However,
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guiding does not appear to depend on the mass of the incident ions or the background
pressure in the scattering chamber [45, 53].
Using the experimental results, Stolterfoht et al. proposed a model for
capillary guiding [38, 40, 53]. According to this model, initially the incident ions are
deposited mainly in the entrance region of the capillaries for a certain period of time,
hence forming charge patches. The Coulomb field produced by these charge patches
then provides an effective trampoline for subsequent incoming ions to guide them
through the capillaries. The model, along with the experimental findings, shows that
the angular width (full width at half maximum, r) of the transmitted ions depends on
the energy and charge state of the incident ion beam [46, 53], increasing with the
charge state while decreasing with the incident ion energy. These investigators [46,
47, 51, 53] also determined the ability of the capillaries to guide the ions, represented
by the characteristic guiding angle y/c. Two universal scaling laws connecting,
respectively, y/c and i^with the energy-to-charge ratio of the projectile [46, 47, 51, 53]
were obtained. The experimental results also revealed a linear relation between y/c and
r suggesting that the charge patches in the entrance region are responsible for both
the guiding and exit (angular) width of the transmitted ions [51, 53].
In addition to polymer foils, other types of nanocapillaries have been used to
study ion guiding such as highly ordered SiC>2 [54] and AI2O3 [48, 55, 56, 67]
impacted by slow Ne9+ (q is the charge state) ions. Theoretical studies of the guiding
of slow HCIs through nanocapillaries have been performed by Schiessl et al. [57] and
Lemell et al. [58] using classical trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) simulations. Ikeda
et al. [62, 63] used various glass capillaries to produce micro- and nanometer-sized
slow HCIs beams. Guiding of low-energy (200 — 350 eV) electrons through AI2O3
with observations similar to positive ions but yielding smaller values of y/c than
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positive ions has been reported by Milosavljevic et al. [59]. Recently, Bereczky et al.
[73] and Dassanayake et al. [79] reported transmission of slow HCIs and electrons,
respectively, through a single macroscopic glass capillary.
The guiding of highly charged ions and electrons through insulating
nanocapillaries has potential applications in the field of micro- and nanotechnology
such as the production and focusing of nanometer sized beams for surface
modification [23, 24, 30, 32, 60], cell surgery [63, 66], ion beam lithography [28],
high-resolution information displays, accelerator-based materials and medical
research [30, 63], single ion implantation for nano-hillocks and quantum computers
[25—27], and electron microscopy [62]. Guiding also presents a theoretical challenge
for the study of the interactions of HCIs and electrons with inner surfaces of the
nanocapillaries.
The motivations behind this dissertation research to investigate the guiding of
electrons through insulating nanocapillaries are manifold. First, it is of interest to
investigate whether electrons are guided through insulating nanocapillaries in a
fashion similar to positive ions, and to determine the differences between electron and
positive ion guiding. Furthermore, how does electron guiding phenomenon depend on
the incident electron energy and the foil tilt angle? Does there exist a universal scaling
law similar to that for positive ions? This dissertation focuses on the guiding of
medium to high energy electrons through an insulating polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) nanocapillary foil.
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CHAPTER II
OVERVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK
In this chapter an overview of experimental and theoretical results for ion and
electron guiding reported by various groups using different types of nanocapillaries of
varying aspect ratios and densities is presented. It was already mentioned in chapter I
that ion guiding depends on parameters such as the energy (Ep) and charge state (g) of
the incident ions, foil tilt angle (y/), capillary aspect ratio (£), alignment of capillaries
in the foil (rpar = FWHM of the capillary parallelism), time, capillary density,
divergence of the incident beam, and the properties of the capillary material.
In 2002 Stolterfoht et al. [37] first reported the guiding of 3 keV Ne7+ ions
through an insulating polyethylene terephthalate (PET or Mylar) nanocapillary foil of
10 jum length (L) and 100 nm diameter (D) (aspect ratio £ = L/D = 100). The
measurements were performed at the 14.5 GHz Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR)
source at the Hahn-Meitner-Institut (HMI) Berlin, Germany. The nanocapillaries were
prepared by chemical etching of the ion tracks created by high energy projectiles (1
GeV xenon ions) incident on the PET foil. Both sides of the sample were
subsequently coated with a gold layer of thickness - 3 0 nm, deposited onto the foil at
an angle of 45°, to avoid charge-up on the surfaces during ion bombardment. The
sample was mounted on a goniometer in an ultra high vacuum (UHV) chamber of
background pressure ~ 10"10 mbar. The Ne7+ ion beam from the ECR source was
collimated to a diameter of- 1.5 mm and the transmitted ions were analyzed with an
electrostatic analyzer of energy resolution 5% and acceptance angle 0.8° (FWHM).
The current measured on the sample was ~ 1.3 nA. The observation angles (0) and
foil tilt angles (y/) both were measured with respect to the incident beam direction.
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Ion guiding was observed up to foil tilt angles of y/ = 20° — 25° without
appreciable energy loss or change in the charge state of the incident ions [37, 38]. The
guiding was found to decrease strongly with y/, and the FWHM of the transmitted
ions, which was broad (T ~ 5°) and larger than the capillary nominal opening
(^aspect =

x57.2° =0.28°), was nearly independent of y/ [37, 38]. From the
2xD

measured spectra of the transmitted ions at angles 6= y/ = 0° and 5° the intensities of
other charge states (Ne0.1.2'3.4^^

were

observed to be very small (~ 99% of the

transmitted ions were Ne7+), suggesting that the incident Ne7+ ions underwent
negligible charge exchange during passage through the capillaries. This observation
verified that ion transmission through insulating capillaries is fundamentally different
from that the capillaries of conducting materials [7].
Experimental investigations showed that the guiding ability of the capillaries
decreases with decreasing charge state, increasing projectile energy, and increasing
foil tilt angle [38, 41, 42, 53]. The FWHM of transmitted ions Twas always found to
be larger than that due to the aspect ratio raspech and nearly independent of y/,
increasing with increasing charge state, decreasing with increasing incident energy,
and likely decreasing with decreasing capillary density [37, 38, 40—42, 50]. It was
observed that r increased slightly with foil tilt angle at higher incident energies
though the variation may not be significant [53]. Recent studies by Stolterfoht et al.
[74] with 3 keV Ne7+ ions guided through PET nanocapillaries of the same length
(200 nm) but different densities (lxlO8 cm"2 and 4xl0 6 cm"2) showed that the yield of
the transmitted ions for the sample with higher density is greater than for the lower
density one. Moreover, the FWHM of r= 3° was found to be independent of ^for the
high density (lxlO8 cm"2) capillaries, but increased from 2.4° to 4.0° as y/ increased
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from 0° to 8° for the low density (4xl06 cm"2) capillaries [74]. Furthermore, the value
of guiding angle y/c was found to be same (5.1°) for both capillaries [74]. This result
suggests that the guiding power is mainly governed by the field produced due to the
deposition of charge patches near the capillary entrance and neighboring capillaries
do not play a significant role in the guiding [74]. It should also be noted that
nonparallelism of the capillaries inside the foil plays a minor role in broadening the r
[39].
In more recent measurements guiding angle was found to be 5° — 6° using the
capillaries of diameters of 100, 200, 300, and 400 nm suggesting that guiding does not
depend appreciably on the capillary aspect ratio [71], in contrast to the earlier findings
in which guiding efficiency of capillaries was found to increase with capillary aspect
ratio [45].
The time evolution of ion guiding (characteristic charging time) showed that r
increases during the charging process from a value close to the capillary aspect ratio
at the beginning when Q = 0 (i.e., no charge deposition, where Q is the deposited
charge) to its final value (larger than raspect) for all values of y/ once the equilibrium
condition Q = Qx (i.e., the final deposited charge on the inner surfaces of the
capillaries) is achieved [39, 52]. This result suggests that the broadening of the
angular width is due to the charge deposition near the entrance of capillaries.
Recent measurements of the time evolution of the transmission profiles of ions
in PET nanocapillaries showed that the profiles exhibit three localized peaks with the
central one corresponding to the foil tilt angle y/ [75]. These peaks change in intensity
significantly with time, i.e., with deposited charge, producing an oscillatory
movement of the mean emission angle (a = 6- y/) during the charge-up process of the
capillaries. As the charge-up progresses towards equilibrium, the oscillation is
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damped, the central peak dominates, the mean emission angle coincides with y/, and
no longer changes with time. This oscillatory behavior has been attributed to the
formation of temporary charge patches inside the capillary in addition to the primary
charge patch. These temporary charge patches are important in the pre-equilibrium
period but do not play any significant role in the guiding process once the equilibrium
condition is achieved [49, 52, 57, 58, 75].
Based on the experimental results, a model for capillary guiding was proposed
in which the capillary is divided into two regions: scattering and guiding [37, 38, 40,
51—53]. In the scattering region incident ions retain their memory of the incident foil
tilt angle and are scattered by the Coulomb field of already deposited ions. After
several subsequent scatterings they lose their memory of the incident angle and enter
into the guiding region where they are transmitted along the axis to the capillary exit
with a FWHM Tthat is independent of y/. Using the fact that most of the charges are
deposited in the entrance region, known as the entrance patch (Qoo), during the
charge-up process [57], it was suggested that these entrance patches produce
deflection or scattering (Us) and broadening or guiding (Ug) potentials in the entrance
and exit regions of the capillary, respectively [38, 40—42], and their relative strengths
could be determined using the fact that both depend on Qoo, Ep, and q [53].
It should be mentioned that the time dependent charging and discharging
processes of capillaries were also considered in the model calculation [37—42, 46, 52,
53]. Here, charging refers to the time during which the charge deposition takes place
at the entrance region of the capillary in order to establish the ion guiding. This time
is known as the characteristic charging time TC [38, 40, 41, 52]. The discharging time
id is attributed to the surface and bulk conductivities of the capillary due to deposited
charges [38, 40, 41, 52].
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The experimental results [52, 53] show that at equilibrium the fraction/^ of
transmitted ions decreases with the energy (Ep) of the incident ions and tilt angle y/.
These observations, in conjunction with model calculations, reveal that f(y/) is
primarily

influenced

by

f

E77p

\

jt

/ » = /(0)exp

sin 2 ^
S

the

Us

and

can

be

expressed

as

>

where f(0) < 1 is the transmitted ion intensity at y/
J

= 0°. Furthermore, r has been found to depend on Ug, Ep, and final charge state q/ of
QfU„

the transmitted ions and can be written as T = 2 In2——- [40, 41, 44, 51, 52],
E
V
P
which matches very closely the experimental values. Using the equation for r it was
found that the potential (Ug) necessary to guide the 3 keV Ne7+ ions is ~ 1.0 V, which
is very close to the calculated value of ~ 0.8 V [37]. Significantly, it was observed
that the intensity and width (i~) of the transmission profiles (angular distributions)
through PET capillaries are nearly equal for 7 keV Ne7+, 13 keV Ar13+, and 25 keV
Xe25+ ions, i.e., for constant energy-to-charge ratio, suggesting that the major
parameter influencing the guiding is the energy to charge ratio, which, in turn,
indicates that guiding does not depend on the mass of the incident ions [53].
The ability of the capillaries to guide the ions is known as the characteristic
guiding angle y/c, defined as the angle at which transmitted intensity falls to - of its
e
value at w= 0°, i.e.,

= - [46]. It has been observed that wc depends on the
/(0)

e

charge deposition in the entrance region, properties and surface treatment of
capillaries, and capillary density [46, 51—53]. The experimental results led to two
universal scaling laws respectively, (1) sin y/c=——, and (2) sin T =
qUs
A\n2qUx
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which in turn, give a linear relationship between i//c and r and of the form y/cx 1.8 r
74-

for Ne , Ar

1 "^4-

, and Xe

"7S4-

ions for the PET capillaries, further suggesting that the

entrance charge patches produce both Us and Ug [46, 51, 53].
Schiessl et al. [57] performed calculations using the classical trajectory Monte
Carlo (CTMC) model to simulate guiding by highly charged ions through
nanocapillaries. The results showed that most of the charges are deposited in the
entrance region during the charge up process and that the angular width (T) of the
transmitted ions should have a value close to the capillary aspect ratio. However,
Skog et al. [68] reported that charge patches are formed sequentially and distributed
along the whole length of the capillaries during the charging-up process. These
patches are maintained even after the equilibrium condition is reached and play a
significant role in the process of guiding, in contrast to the earlier results reported by
Stolterfoht et al. [39, 52, 53] and Schiessl et al. [57] in which only the charge patches
formed in the entrance region of the capillaries play a significant role in guiding.
Kanai et al. [49] measured the two-dimensional (2-D) images of 3.5 — 7 keV
Ne7+ ions transmitted through PET nanocapillaries (density = 4*106 cm"2, length 10
/an, and diameter 200 nm) during the charging process, i.e., the intensity evolution of
the transmitted ions, using a 2-D position sensitive detector (PSD). It was observed
that the 2-D images oscillate in position and change shape from circular at the
beginning to oval as the charging process proceeds. However, once saturation
(equilibrium) was reached the 2-D images became stable, with a circular width r~ 1°
as predicted by Schiessl et al. [57]. Also, r for 7 keV ions was smaller than for 3.5
keV ions, showing that r decreases with increasing projectile energy, in accordance
with the results obtained by Stolterfoht et al. [40—42]. Fursatz et al. [50] and
Stolterfoht et al. [52] also reported observations similar to Kanai et al. [49].
11

Vikor et al. [43] investigated the guiding of 7 keV Ne ions through PET
capillaries of length 10 jum and diameter 100 nm (aspect ratio 100) and observed
guiding up to y/ = 4°. It was found that r ~ 3.2° which is smaller than the r ~ 5°
obtained by Stolterfoht et al. [37] using 3 keV Ne7+ ions through PET capillaries of
the same aspect ratio, again showing that r decreases with increasing incident ion
energy. The magnitude of the guiding potential was also calculated using the model
given by Stolterfoht et al. [40, 41], giving a value Ug ~ 0.5 V.
Matefi-Tempfli et al. [48] prepared AI2O3 nanocapillaries of length 15 //m and
diameter 280 nm and found ion guiding up to y/= 7.5° for 3 keV Ne6+ ions. The
observed r was broad (~ 5.5°) and very close to the value (~ 5°) found by Stolterfoht
et al. [37] for PET capillaries of length 10 jum, diameter 100 nm, and the same
incident energy for Ne7+. It was also observed in Ref. [48] that the characteristic
guiding angle y/c of the capillaries [48] was smaller than for 200 nm diameter
capillaries and Ne7+ ions, showing that guiding decreases with increasing capillary
diameter and decreasing charge state [37, 45, 52, 53].
In other studies, Sahana et al. [54] reported guiding of 7 keV Ne6'7+ ions
through highly ordered SiC>2 nanocapillary arrays of length 25 /an, diameter - 1 0 0
nm, and density ~ 108 cm"2. Guiding was observed only up to y/= 4° and r was found
to have a value close to the capillary aspect ratio (~ 1°) predicted by Schiessl et al.
[57]. However, the r for Ne6+ ions was broader than for Ne7+ ions, in contrast to the
results and model proposed by Stolterfoht et al. [37, 40, 41, 44, 51]. Skog et al. [55]
reported the guiding of 7 keV Ne7+ ions through A1203 capillaries of length 10 //m
and diameter ~ 60 nm (£ ~ 160), density * 108 mm"2, rpar ~ 0.5°, and raspect ~ 0.34° for
tilt angles up to y/= 4°. The measured r~ 1° was close to the capillary aspect ratio.
On the other hand, y/c was found to have the value ~ 1.1°, smaller than the values
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measured for Si02 (2.8°) and PET (2.7°) [46, 51, 53] capillaries. Krause et al. [56]
used 200 MeV Ti+12 ions to determine the alignment of AI2O3 capillaries of length 60
fjm and diameter 100 nm (£ = 600) inside the foil, and then studied the guiding of
slow Ar and Ne ions of different charge states. Guiding was observed only up to 0.5°
with much lower transmitted intensities compared to PET.
Milosavljevic et al. [59] reported the guiding of electrons with energies 200 —
350 eV through AI2O3 of length 15 jum and diameter 140 nm (aspect ratio = 110) with
observations similar to positive ions but found that electron guiding falls faster than
for positive ions. Additionally, the guided electrons were found to be transmitted with
negligible energy loss. Transmission of 2 — 120 eV electrons through an AI2O3
nanocapillary foil of same aspect ratio was also reported by the same authors [82].
Xi-Meng et al. [69] studied the guiding of 60 keV 0 6+ ions through uncoated
AI2O3 nanocapillaries of length 10 jum and diameter 100 nm (raspect = 0.57°) and
found that y/c (2.16°) is larger than for gold-coated capillaries (1.1°) [55], suggesting
that a larger equilibrium charge is required to guide the ions in the uncoated sample.
These authors [72] further investigated the guiding of 60 and 120 keV 0 3+ ions
through AI2O3 nanocapillaries of length 10 /urn and diameter 50 nm (£ = 200) and
found results similar to Stolterfoht et al. [37, 38, 40, 42]. Li et al. [77] compared ion
transmission for both front- and back-surface coated and only front-surface coated
polycarbonate foils. The transmission of ions through only front-coated nanocapillary
foils, and the corresponding y/c, was found to be smaller than for foils with both
surfaces coated, suggesting an influence of the charged back side on the transmission
properties.
For considerably larger diameter capillaries, Bereczky et al. [73] reported the
guiding of 4.5 keV Ar9+ ions up to y/ ~ 5° through a single straight glass
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macrocapillary of length 11.4 mm and diameter 170 fjm, while Dassanayake et al.
[79] reported the guiding of 500 eV electrons through a similar single glass capillary.
Quantitative studies of the characteristics of ion and electron transmission through
these macrocapillaries, as well as the similarities and differences with nanocapillary
foils, are ongoing.
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CHAPTER III
GUIDING MECHANISM
It was noted in Chapter I that the guiding of slow highly charged 3 keV Ne7+
ions through an insulating PET nanocapillary foil of aspect ratio 100 was first
demonstrated experimentally by Stolterfoht et al. [37], stimulating many new
investigations [38—82]. Many of the experimental results have been modeled by
Stolterfoht and his group [37-^2, 44-47, 51-53], while Schiessl et al. [57] have
performed theoretical simulations to help understand the observations. Recently the
guiding of slow electrons with observations similar to positive ions has been reported
[59].
A schematic of capillary guiding is shown in Figure 1, in which the tilt angle
y/ of the foil and the observation angle 6 are both measured with respect to the
incident beam direction, and a=6-y/

is the emission angle of transmitted ions

measured with respect to the capillary axis. Both sides of the capillary foil are coated
with a thin metallic film to prevent the incident ions from building up charge on the
surfaces. Initially, incident ions are deposited on the inner surfaces of the insulating
capillaries in a self-organizing manner due to the charging up of the insulating walls.
Monte-Carlo simulations [57] have shown that most of the incoming ions are
deposited in the entrance region of the capillaries and therefore form charge patches
in that region. Hence, this entrance region has been called the patch region.
Additional charge patches (secondary and tertiary) can also be formed deeper inside
the capillaries after the entrance patches are formed but their contribution to ion
guiding is less important [57].
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The ion deposition takes place for a certain period of time, known as the
characteristic charging time with time constant (rc), and produces an electric field
inside the capillaries. Under equilibrium conditions this electric field provides an
effective "trampoline" for subsequent incoming ions, causing them to be guided along
the capillary axis to the capillary exit. In this case the ions are scattered at distances
greater than the critical distance Rc

W^

where q is the charge state of the incident

ions and W^, is the work function of the material, inhibiting electron capture by the
incident ions from the capillary walls [1, 3, 57, 58].

Guiding

Scattering region
Incident
ion beam

Primary charge patches

Secondary charge patches

Figure 1. Guiding of ions in an insulating nanocapillary.
It has been found that the angular widths, i.e., full width at half maximum
(FWHM) r, of the transmitted ions are nearly constant and independent of the foil tilt
angle y/ [37, 38, 40, 53]. To understand these observations, the capillary is divided
into two regions: scattering and guiding [37, 38, 40, 52, 53]. These regions are
considered to be independent, i.e., processes occurring in the scattering region do not
affect those in the guiding region. In the first region incident ions are scattered by the
already deposited ions (entrance patches) from one side of the wall towards the other
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side and retain memory of the incident angle direction. After several scatterings they
completely lose their memory of the incident angle and enter the guiding region
where they are directed along the axis and exit the capillary with a FWHM
independent of y/. As most of the charges are deposited in the entrance region [57], it
is believed that the entrance patches are mainly responsible for the scattering and
guiding of the ions. Thus, the propagation of ions through the scattering and guiding
regions is characterized by the tilt angle y/, and the divergence angle a, respectively.
The entrance charge patches produce a quasi linear potential of depth Us,
known as deflection potential, across the diameter of the capillary which is
responsible for the angular scattering (angular straggling) of the ions from one side of
the capillary wall to the other side [38, 40, 41, 53]. Moreover, these charge patches
produce a symmetric potential of depth Ug, called the broadening potential, at the
capillary exit [38, 40, 41, 53]. Hence, at the exit the ions are defocused which, in turn,
leads to broadening of the transmission profile. In the guiding region, because of Ug
the ions may gain a transverse kinetic energy E± = qfUg, and a corresponding velocity
v±. The emission angle a of transmitted ions relative to the capillary axis, which is
v.

iQfUe

very small, then can be obtained from sin a « a = — = I——-, where q/, Ep and v,
are the final charge state of the transmitted ions, the projectile energy, and the
longitudinal (incident) projectile velocity, respectively. Therefore the transverse
kinetic energy is related to the projectile kinetic energy as-E^ =Epsin2a . The ions
2

are deflected (guided) if the transverse kinetic energy^ =— does not exceed the
value of qjUg [38, 40, 53]; otherwise they strike the wall.
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The FWHM of the angular distributions of transmitted ions is related to Ug
and the incident ion energy 2^ and can be modeled as [38, 40, 41, 51, 53]

r = 2hn2^.

1

Equation 1 shows that for a constant potential of depth Ug the angular width is
proportional to

\qf
M - , thereby increasing with charge state and decreasing with

K

projectile energy for a fixed foil tilt angle y/. Experimentally, it was observed that r
matches very closely with the value given by Equation 1 [38, 40, 41, 51, 53].
Experimental observations show that guiding depends strongly on the
projectile energy [41, 42, 53], foil tilt angle [40, 41, 42, 53], and the material
properties [46, 48, 53]. As noted earlier, guiding decreases with increasing incident
projectile energy and foil tilt angle, but increases with charge state [40, 42, 46, 47,
53]. Also, increase in the incident current density does not significantly affect the
capillary guiding [52]. It should be pointed out that ion guiding apparently does not
depend on the mass of the ion [53].
Since most of the charges are deposited in the entrance region, the time
evolution of charge (Q) deposition can be written as [38, 40, 41, 52]
^

= J)„-JAQ)-UQ),

2

where _/,-„ is the incident current entering the capillary, jd = djin is the discharge
current due to the surface and bulk conductivities of the capillary, and jtr = jjin\% the
current transmitted through the capillary. Here d represents the fraction of the incident
current that flows to ground through the capillary wall, while/represents the fraction
of the incident current transmitted through the capillary. The charge deposition
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reaches its equilibrium value Qx with characteristic charging time TC, and Equation 2
can be written as [52]

^- = o = jin-jAQJ-UQJ-

3

at

Since Qx does not change appreciably withy™ at equilibrium,^ must increase strongly
with deposited charge. It should also be noted that the transmitted intensity decreases
strongly with increasing foil tilt angle y/ suggesting significant charge depletion in the
entrance region, which can be attributed to the sudden increase of the discharge
current, i.e., an increase in the surface and bulk conductivities of the capillary [38, 40,
41, 52]. It was observed that discharging of the capillary through surface conductivity
is higher than through the bulk [52]. This increase in discharge current is known as a

0 F

Frenkel-Poole process [52] and can be written as jd(Q) = — <?"a , where Qd and Zd
*d
are, respectively, the characteristic charge and time constants for capillary discharge
[38,40,41,46,51,52].
It is observed that the fraction/of transmitted ions depends exponentially on
Ep and y/ which can be modeled under equilibrium conditions from experimental
findings as [38, 40, 41, 52, 53]
f

/ ( ^ ) = /(0)exp

E.P

•

2

-sin y/

where /(0) < 1 is the transmitted fraction at y/ = 0°, q is the initial charge state of the
incident ions, and U.

c

is an average potential across the capillary diameter

produced by the charge deposition in the entrance region, Q is the total charge
deposited on the capillary wall, and Cs is the capillary capacitance. Because the
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charge patches in the entrance region are dominant, both Us and Ug are attributed to
these charge patches [38, 40, 53]. The potential Us, known as the deflection potential,
is responsible for the intensity of the transmitted ions, whereas the broadening
potential Ug in the exit region plays the crucial role in broadening the transmission
profiles [41, 53].
Equation 4 shows that f(i//) decreases exponentially with the square of the
sine of the tilt angle ^and the experimental results can be well fitted by the Gaussianlike function [46, 51, 52, 53]
sin y/ *
sin2 y/c j

/foO = /(0)exp

where y/c is the characteristic guiding angle. It should be noted that y/c represents the
angle at which the transmitted intensity falls to - of its value at y/ = 0°, i.e.,
e

/W=I[4M7].
/(0)

e
Since Equations 4 and 5 are of the same form, we deduce that [46, 53]
E

p

• -2

sin

t-

6

Vc=—fr>

E
giving a scaling law for y/ vs. — . Indeed, for constant potential Us, a nearly linear
q
f Ev \
relationship between sin -2 y/c and the projectile energy-to-charge ratio

P

v1 J
found experimentally [46, 53]. A similar nearly linear relationship between sin
E
and —

was
-2

r

(second universal scaling law) was also deduced from the experimental

Q

observations [53].
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Since both r and y/c depend on — , a relationship between the exit width r
1
and the guiding power y/c can be expected for capillaries of different aspect ratios. In
fact, such a relationship was found for PET capillaries using the data in Table 1.
Table 1: r and y/c values of PET capillaries with different aspect ratios and densities.

Aspect Ratio PET sample density Ion beam

r

Wc

Reference

37,53

(Diameter)

(capillaries/cm2)

100 (100 nm)

108

3 keV Ne7+

5°

9°

50 (200 nm)

4xl0 6 andl0 8

3 keV Ne7+

3°

5.4° 46,51,53

60 (200 nm)

4xl0 6

3.5keVNe7+

1.3° 3°

52,53

These results suggest that although F and y/c may vary significantly there exists a
linear relationship
yrc=l.*r

7

for PET capillaries [46, 51, 53]. Equation 7 further verifies that the entrance patches
produce both the U„, required for the guiding, and the Ug, responsible for the angular
width of the transmitted ions. However, it was found that the FWHM r increases
slightly with foil tilt angle y/at higher incident ion energies though the variation of r
was within the experimental uncertainties [53]. Also, it was found that both the
deflection (Us) and broadening (Ug) potentials decrease slightly with increasing
energy-to-charge ratio, and the potential Us in the entrance region is nearly an order of
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magnitude larger than the potential Ug in the exit region, indicating that both
potentials are produced by the same charge patches in the entrance region [53].
The CTMC simulations of Schiessl et al. [57] indicate that r for the
transmitted ions should be ~ 1°, a value close to that found for Si0 2 [54] and A1203
[55] capillaries. On the other hand, results obtained by Stolterfoht et al. [40, 51, 53]
show /"to be as large as 5°. These discrepancies between experimental results and
theoretical calculations suggest that other factors such as the properties of the material
(dielectric constant, conductivity, etc.), surface treatment, and capillary density also
play roles in determining the FWHM [40, 41, 51, 53, 54]. It should also be pointed
out that the measurements at the HMI (Berlin) and at RIKEN (Japan) were not able to
explain that whether Qx depends on y/ and the incident ion current, and whether the
fraction of transmitted ions on depends on the incident ion current [52],
Recently, Skog et al. [68] reported that charge patches are formed sequentially
and distributed along the entire length of the capillaries during the charging-up
process. These patches are maintained even after equilibrium condition is reached and
play an important role in the process of ion guiding, in contrast to the earlier results
reported by Stolterfoht et al. [39, 52], Schiessl et al. [57], and Lemell et al. [58] in
which only the charge patches formed in the entrance region of the capillaries
played a significant role in guiding. Moreover, Krause et al. [56] reported single,
double, and triple collisions of Ar?+ and Ne ?+ ions (q is the charge state of the incident
ions) while traversing high porosity (~ 40 %) relatively thick (length 100 nm and
diameter 60 /an) AI2O3 capillaries without appreciable loss in the energy or change in
the charge state of the incident ions. This latter result is again in sharp contrast to the
earlier results for low porosity (1 — 10 %) and thinner (length ~ 10 /an) capillary foils
[37—55, 57], in which multiple collisions were not observed suggesting a different
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transmission process for long pores. In addition, Monte Carlo simulations [65] of
electrons interacting with an amorphous surface of AI2O3 at grazing incidence show
evidence for inelastic scattering in contrast to results for the scattering of highlycharged ions on a surface, suggesting that electron and ion guiding might be
qualitatively and quantitatively different processes.
As noted above, until now most of the model calculations were performed by
Stolterfoht et al. for positive ions traversing PET samples. Therefore, the validity of
Equations 6 and 7 is yet to be confirmed for ions as well as electron guiding through
other types of capillaries (Si02, AI2O3). Also, the influences of incident ion current,
capillary density, neighboring capillaries, and material properties have not been fully
explored. Therefore, ion and electron guiding remains an open question from both
experimental and theoretical viewpoints.
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CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
In this chapter the experimental procedure is described. The measurements
were performed at Western Michigan University. The main components of the
experimental set-up are: (1) an electron gun for generating electrons of the required
energy for the experiment, (2) a goniometer for precise positioning of the sample, (3)
a 45° parallel-plate electron energy analyzer coupled with a channel electron
multiplier (CEM) for detection and counting of electrons transmitted through the
sample, and (4) electronics for signal processing and for spectrometer control and data
acquisition (DAQ). A PC-based Lab View program was used to control and
communicate with the electronics, and to acquire the data [83].
A schematic arrangement of the electron gun, collimator, goniometer, and
spectrometer coupled with the CEM inside the experimental chamber is shown in
Figure 2. The base pressure in the chamber was kept at ~ 10"6 Torr by a diffusion
pump backed by a mechanical rotary pump. A //-metal shield was used to minimize
stray magnetic fields inside the chamber. Each of the main experimental components
are described below.
Electron Gun and Goniometer
A biased tungsten filament inside the electron gun assembly acted as the
source of the electron beam. The beam was focused, steered vertically and
horizontally, and collimated to a diameter of about 1.5 mm prior to striking the
sample. The electron gun and the collimator assemblies used in this experiment are
shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
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Figure 2. Schematic arrangement of the electron gun, goniometer, spectrometer, and
CEM inside the experimental chamber. The capillary tilt angle \\i and observation
angle 8 are indicated.

Horizontal
steerei
High voltage
supply
Figure 3. Electron gun assembly. Electrons are produced at the left end from a
tungsten filament and exit the right end between the steering plates.
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Figure 4. Collimator assembly for the electron beam.

The sample was mounted on the goniometer to allow precise two-dimensional
(2-D) positioning of the sample: tilt angle rotation (y/) about a vertical (V) axis and
azimuthal rotation (<p) about a horizontal (H) axis. The tilt angle allows rotation of the
sample from - 20° to + 20°, whereas the azimuthal angle allows full rotation from 0°
to 360° as shown in Figure 5. The goniometer is controlled by LabView software, for
which the control panel is shown in Figure 6.
Spectrometer and Channel Electron Multiplier (CEM)
A schematic diagram of the electron spectrometer is shown in Figure 7 along
with the CEM. The spectrometer can be operated in different modes depending on the
desired energy resolution and the electron energy range to be investigated [83].
For the present measurements the low-resolution high-energy mode of the
spectrometer was used. The entire spectrometer can be rotated (observation angle, 0)
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precisely from - 30° to + 30°. The spectrometer [84] consists of a 45° plane-mirror
analyzer (PMA) with parallel plates that act as a capacitor and deflect electrons with a
given energy (E) through 90° into the CEM. The energy of the transmitted electrons is
proportional to the voltage (V) between the two plates, and only electrons in a small
energy range make it through the spectrometer and into the CEM.

Figure 5. Goniometer inside the chamber with spectrometer, CEM, and collimator.
The energy of the transmitted electrons E is given by
E=^

8

k
where A: is a constant determined from the geometry of the spectrometer. The value of
Z
k is determined from k = —, where Z is the distance between the entrance and exit
2/
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slits of the spectrometer and / is the plate separation [84] as shown in Figure 7. The
value of A: in this case is 0.60. The energy resolution R of the spectrometer can then be
AF 2 V
written as R = — = — , where AE is the energy spread (FWHM) of the transmitted
E
Z
electrons, and S is the width of the entrance and exit slits (assumed equal). The energy
resolution of the spectrometer used in this experiment is 3%.
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Figure 6. LabView control panel of the goniometer.
The required voltage (in volts) that must be supplied to the spectrometer back
plate can then be written from Equation 8 as
V = -kE (eV)

9

This voltage V deflects the entering electrons by 90°. The voltage VG on the grid,
which blocks low energy electrons, is the same as the back plate voltage of the
spectrometer.
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the spectrometer and CEM.
An energy spectrum of the transmitted electrons can be obtained by
incrementing the voltage on the spectrometer plates over the desired range, and then
counting the number of pulses originating from electrons striking the CEM for each
plate voltage. A CEM [84, 85] model 4821G with a gain of 1.0x108 was used for the
present measurements. The CEM was used in the pulse generating mode. The
detection efficiency of the CEM depends on the energy of the electrons that enter the
CEM. The cone, for initial acceleration of the electrons, and tail of the CEM were
biased to + 200 V and + 2500 V, respectively, for optimum detection efficiency. The
number of CEM pulses for each plate voltage setting were normalized to the beam
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current measured on the sample (goniometer). A LabView data acquisition program
was interfaced to a CAMAC Crate that was used [83] to control apply voltage to the
spectrometer plates and to control the angular position of the spectrometer to acquire
the normalized spectra which were then collected with a PC.
Electronics for Spectrometer Control and Data Acquisition
In order to control the angular positions of the spectrometer precisely and to
acquire the electron spectra normalized to the electron beam current measured on the
sample, various electronics were used: (a) a Bi Ra Systems 6700-SCB Power
Computer Automated Measurement and Control (CAMAC) Crate system was used to
host the DAQ equipment, (b) a Highland Technology M210 CAMAC Serial Crate
Controller for data exchange between the PC and instruments in the CAMAC Crate,
(c) a LeCroy 2415 High Voltage Power Supply to supply the necessary voltage to the
spectrometer plates, (d) a LeCroy 2551 Scaler to count the electrons detected by the
CEM (Channel 0), and to count pulses proportional to the beam current measured on
the sample for the normalization (Channel 2), (e) a Joerger SMC-R Stepping Motor
Controller and a Joerger CS-5 Optically Isolated Input Register to precisely control
the angular position of the spectrometer, (f) a Keithley 617 Programmable
Electrometer to measure the current on the sample (the output of the electrometer was
converted into digital pulses and counted by channel 2 of the Scaler as discussed
below), (g) a Keithley 197A Autoranging Microvolt Digital Multimeter (DMM) to
monitor the voltage of the LeCroy high voltage power supply for the spectrometer,
and (h) a Kinetic System 3388 GPIB Interface to monitor and control the General
Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) instruments, i.e., the DMM and the Keithley
electrometer through the same CAMAC crate controller. The same LabView program
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mentioned above was used [83] to communicate with these instruments and to acquire
the data.
A block diagram of the electronics is shown in Figure 8. Transmitted electrons
from the sample were analyzed by the spectrometer and counted by the CEM. Signals
from the CEM of height - 1 0 mV were amplified by 200 times (2 V) by a fast linear
amplifier and input to a constant fraction discriminator (CFD). The threshold level of
the CFD was set to about 0.5 V to remove electronic noise. The NIM logic output
(-1V) signal of the CFD was then sent to channel 0 of the LeCroy Scaler to be
recorded by the PC. These counts were normalized to the electron beam current
measured on the sample using a Keithley electrometer. The current read by the
electrometer produces a 0 — 2 V dc output proportional to the input current. The
voltage output of the electrometer was dropped across a 1 MQ resistor to convert the
output voltage to a current. The current was then converted into TTL digital pulses (~
+5 V) by a Digital Current Integrator (DCI), and, in turn, were input to a Gate and
Delay Generator to convert them into NIM logic pulses. These pulses were then
counted by channel 2 of the LeCroy scaler. In this way, transmitted electrons of
different energies, ranging from an initial value to an ending value, were counted,
hence completing one full scan of the electron energy spectrum. The LabView
program allows acquiring multiple scans of the transmitted electron energy spectrum
over the specified energy range for better statistics. It is noted that although there are
three LeCroy high voltage power supplies and three DMMs in the CAMAC Crate
system, only one high voltage power supply and one DMM was used for the current
measurements, since only one spectrometer was used for analyzing the transmitted
electrons as shown in Figure 8. The user control panel for the spectrometer and the
data acquisition are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Block diagram of the electronics used.
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Figure 9. Control panel of the spectrometer and data acquisition interface. A typical
electron enersv spectrum is also shown.
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CHAPTER V
ELECTRON GUDING THROUGH PET
NANOCAPILLARIES
In this chapter the guiding of fast electrons (500 and 1000 eV) through
insulating polyethylene terephthalate (PET or Mylar) nanocapillaries of length (L) 10
jum and diameter (D) 200 nm (aspect ratio, £ = L/D = 50) is discussed. The
measurements focus on the dependence of electron guiding on the foil tilt angle y and
the incident electron energy. The dependence of the transmitted electron angular
distributions on y/ demonstrates that electrons are guided through the capillaries, a
result similar to positive ions [37]. However, unlike positive ions [37—58, 67, 68, 71,
73, 74] and slower electrons [59, 82], the spectra of transmitted electrons show
significant energy losses for which the fraction of electrons losing energy increases
with foil tilt angle y/ and incident electron energy. These energy losses suggest that
electrons undergo inelastic scattering within the capillaries before being transmitted or
lost inside the foil, a phenomenon not observed to date for ion guiding [37]. Despite
the considerable energy losses, it has been found that the inelastically as well as the
elastically scattered electrons are guided through the capillaries. The present results
indicate that electron and ion guiding are qualitatively and quantitatively different
processes. The measurements were later repeated at 500 eV using the same PET
sample to cover the full transmitted electron energy range and to validate the guiding
and the associated energy losses. A large reduction in the magnitude of the
transmitted intensities and a greater fall-off with increasing tilt angle were observed,
suggesting deterioration of the sample since the first measurements. Studies of the
same PET sample with fast highly charged 16 MeV 0 5+ ions show that the transmitted
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ions undergo significant energy losses and charge exchange within the sample,
supporting the hypothesis of deterioration of the sample.
PET is a wide band gap insulating polymer [86]. The chemical formula of PET
is (QoHgO^n, where n is the degree of polymerization (~103-105) and its IUPAC
(International

Union

of

Pure

and

Applied

Chemists)

nomenclature

is

polyoxyethyleneterepthaloyl [86, 87]. It is a "heterochain" polymer since the carbon
atoms in the backbone are replaced by oxygen atoms and it belongs to the polyester
category [86]. This polymer is either partially crystalline or amorphous and never
crystallizes completely due to various chain entanglements [86]. In PET all three
phases, e.g., crystalline, non-crystalline, and amorphous, coexist simultaneously [86].
Some of the properties of PET are given in Table 2 [86—89]. Figure 10 shows the
chemical structure of a PET polymer [86]. The ionization potentials (valence shell) of
hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen atoms and the K-shell ionization energies of carbon
and oxygen atoms are listed in Table 3 [86—88].
The PET foils used in this work were prepared at the Hahn-Meitner-Institute,
Berlin. A PET foil of thickness 10 jum was first irradiated by high energy (~ 300
MeV) Kr or Xe ions. The resulting nuclear tracks were then etched uniformly with
NaOH to create capillaries of the required dimension. Finally, a 30 nm gold layer was
evaporated at an angle 45° onto both sides (entrance and exit) of the capillary foil to
prevent the incident ions from building charge up on the surfaces. A schematic
diagram of the sample preparation process is shown in Figure 11. A typical PET
capillary of aspect ratio 50 and the corresponding scanning electron micrograph
(SEM) of the sample are shown in Figures 12 and 13, respectively. The track density
of the PET foil that was used is ~ 108 cm"2. The nominal capillary opening or full
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width at half maximum (FWHM) due to the capillary aspect ratio is

aspect

a/
/

2

200nm
2X10,000«W

x 57.12 = 0.57

Table 2: Properties of PET.

Properties

Value

Density

1.3-1.4 gm/cmJ

Dielectric constant @ 1 MHz

3

Band gap (Eg)

4.13 eV

Electrical resistivity

~ 1015 Q-cm

Electron affinity (x)

3.22 eV

E
Work function: W9 m = —- + r
2

5.28 eV

Ionization potential

9eV

Breakdown voltage for capillaries

IkeV

o

o
(CH 2 ) 2

O

C

/

Q

Figure 10. Chemical structure of PET.
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Table 3: Valence and K-shell ionization energies of H, C and O atoms.

Elements
H1

Ionization Potential
(Valence shell)/K-shell
Ionization Energy (eV)
13.6

Cb

11.26/284.2

0s

13.6/543.1

r
b.

—
*
10 nnn thick foil irradiated
by hi »h energy ions.

Chemical etching.

Gold of ~ 30 nm thickness evaporated
onto both sides of the foil at 45°.

Figure 11. PET sample preparation.

T

L = 10 |xm

D= 200 nm

Figure 12. A PET nanocapillary of aspect ratio 50.
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Figure 13: SEM of the PET sample used in the present work.
Results and Discussion
Electron Guiding Through PET
Divergence and Angular Distributions of Electron Beam Without the Sample
The electron beam was collimated to diameter of 1.5 mm. To calculate the
mean divergence of the electron beam, maximum and minimum divergences were
determined for the electron beam coming from the bare filament (without sample) and
r.

were found to be T j j = - -x57.12°
/

0.17° and T™ =0.35°, respectively as

shown in Figure 14. Therefore, the beam collimation was estimated as
•pmm
coll

•p
1

coll ~

, ipmax
coll
rv ^ c o
r.
~ V-Z--> •

The angular distributions of 500 and 1000 eV electrons from the bare filament
were determined by changing the observation angle (ff) and integrating the recorded
spectra at each 6 as shown in Figure 15. The FWHM was found to be ~ 2.7° ± 0.4° for
both 500 and 1000 eV electrons.
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Electron gun exit
(diameter ~ 0.3 cm)
Electron gun

Collimator
Collimated electron
beam

Figure 14. Minimum (upper panel) and maximum (lower panel) divergences of the
electron beam.
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Figure 15. Angular distributions of 500 and 1000 eV electrons from bare filament.

Sample Geometry
The 'zero position' (defined as y/= 9= 0°) of the sample was first located by
finding the maximum transmission of electrons directly through the sample along the
capillary axis by varying the capillary tilt angle y/, azimuthal rotation <p, and
observation angle 6 in small steps. When this zero position was located, the
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observation angle was kept at 0 = 0° and the tilt angle was varied in small steps to
determine the profile for direct transmission of electrons through the foil. This profile
determines the minimum y/ at which guiding can be observed for a given sample
(Figure 16). The full width at half maximum (FWHM) was found to be 7rfirec? = 0.65°
showing that direct transmission of electrons through the sample falls very fast. The
dependence of direct transmission on tilt angle was also calculated using simple
geometric considerations as discussed below1.
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Figure 16. Transmitted electron intensity at 0 = 0° for direct transmission of 500 eV
electrons as a function of foil tilt angle \\i.
Figure 17 shows the positions of the sample at y/ = 0° and y/>Q°,
respectively. At y = 0° the beam is transmitted (direct transmission) through the
capillaries without any interaction with the inner surfaces of the capillaries (Figure
18). When the foil is tilted ( ^ > 0 ° ) away from its zero position the direct
transmission decreases (Figure 19) and finally drops to zero (Figure 20) indicating the
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point at which guiding of electrons through the sample can first be observed. The
shaded portion in Figure 19 shows the direct transmission of the beam at i// > 0°
which is the overlap of the y/= 0° and if/ > 0° positions of the sample.

V : : 0°

V[/ > 0°

Figure 17. Top view showing the effect of varying \\i.

Figure 18. Frontal view of direct transmission of electron beam at \\> = 0°.
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M>= o°

*—*

y>o°

Figure 19. Partial overlap (shaded portion) of \\i = 0° and \\i > 0° positions.

Figure 20. No direct transmission.
f

co\ d
From the Figure 19, we have, R = h + d;s = Rco and Cos = — =><y = 2Cos~
R
y^j
1

Therefore, the overlapping area is A = 2 tfCos-'i-VdJtf-d

For, d = Q,A = xR2 => maximum direct transmission; and for
d = R, A = 0 => y =

=
L

x 57 «1.14° for which direct transmission falls to
10,000

zero.
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Therefore, from this geometrical calculation, rarect- 0.57°, which is very close
to the experimentally determined value. The experimental width {TcUrect = 0.65°) is
related to the half-widths due to the aspect ratio (nanocapillary nominal opening,
J"asPect = 0.57°), the beam collimation (divergence of beam, rcoii ~ 0.25°), and the
degree of parallelism (rpar) of the nanocapillaries inside the foil by the following
convolution formula [90]:

- /r 2

r
direct

\

+ r 2 + r2

aspect

par

coll '

Substituting the measured and calculated values we find that rpar ~ 0.2°, indicating a
high degree of alignment of the capillaries inside the foil.
It should be noted that for a capillary of length (Z) 10 jum and diameter (D) 0.2
jum, i.e., aspect ratio {£, = L/D) of 50, the maximum transmission angle is ~ 1.14° for
electrons traveling on a straight line path without touching the inner wall of the
capillary. Therefore direct transmission of electrons (without being guided) should
vanish at 1.14°. The experimentally determined r,^,ect (0.65°) is slightly larger than the
geometrical (0.57°) value because of the contributions from nonparallelism (rpar =
0.2°) of the capillaries inside the foil and the beam divergence (rcoii = 0.25°).
Transmitted Spectra, Angular Distributions, and Energy Losses
Figure 21 shows the energy spectra of the transmitted electrons for the angles
9 ~ y/ (= 0°, 3°, and 5°) for 500 and 1000 eV electrons, respectively. (The spectra
exhibit transmitted electrons for energies slightly greater than 500 and 1000 eV due to
imprecise calibration of the power supply used to accelerate the electrons.) The
spectra for y/ = 0° have nearly the same profile and width as the spectra measured for
electrons from the bare filament (i.e., without the sample) as shown by the dashed
curves in Figures 21a and 2Id, indicating that for y/ = 0° electrons are transmitted
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through the foil without interacting appreciably with the capillary walls. The small
inelastic contribution on the low energy side of y/ = 0° peak can be attributed to the
angular spread of the incident beam and to the capillary nonparallelism, which had
FWHM values of ~ 0.25° and ~ 0.2°, respectively as discussed above. As seen from
Figure 21, not only does the overall transmitted intensity decreases strongly as the tilt
angle increases, the spectra also show significant energy losses for the transmitted
electrons, suggesting that a fraction of the incident electrons undergo inelastic
scattering with the inner surfaces of nanocapillaries. This energy loss is quite
unexpected in view of earlier results for slow positive ions [37] and the recent results
for 200 — 350 eV electrons in AI2O3 [59] for which no appreciable loss was observed
even for rather large tilt angles. Quantification of the energy losses associated with the
transmitted spectra is discussed below.
The angular distributions of transmitted electron intensities were calculated by
integrating the entire spectrum (450 — 550 eV for 500 eV and 880 — 1100 eV for
1000 eV, respectively, in Figure 21) of electrons transmitted through the sample for
500 and 1000 eV electrons as a function of observation angle 6 for several foil tilt
angles y/ as shown in Figure 22. The transmitted intensities were normalized to
incident beam currents of- 0.3 nA and ~ 0.8 nA measured on the sample for 500 and
1000 eV, respectively, and were determined under equilibrium conditions, i.e., after a
sufficient time that charge-up effects on the inner walls of the nanocapillaries had
reached a steady-state condition [37]. For the present work, the electron beam was
typically started 2-3 hours prior to beginning the measurements. In all cases the
transmitted intensities were normalized to same number of incident beam particles, so
the intensities are plotted as the integrated number of counts rather than as a fraction.
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Figure 21. Measured electron energy spectra for angles 0 ~ v|/ showing that
transmitted electrons undergo significant energy losses. The dashed curves in (a) and
(d) show the energy spectra obtained for electron emission from the bare filament
normalized to the spectra for \\i = 0°.
Figure 22 indicates that electrons are guided through the nanocapillaries, a
result similar to that for positive ions [37]. A plot of the centroids of the angular
distributions vs. foil tilt angles, shown in Figure 23, exhibits a linear relationship with
the centroid observation angle nearly coinciding with the foil tilt angle. For instance,
when the foil is tilted by 3° the centroid of the corresponding angular distribution is
observed close to 3° (the centroids of the angular distributions may not be exactly
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equal to y/'m Figures 22 and 23 because of mechanical offsets of- 1° in the measured
angles) demonstrating that indeed electrons are guided through the nanocapillaries.
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Figure 22. Angular distributions of the normalized integrated transmitted electron
intensities plotted as a function of observation angle 0 for the indicated tilt angles \\t
for (a) 500 eV and (b) 1000 eV incident electrons. Solid lines are Gaussian fits to the
data.
Moreover, from Figure 22 it is observed that the intensity of electron guiding
depends strongly on the foil tilt angle and the incident electron energy. The guiding
decreases exponentially with the foil tilt angle (y/) and also decreases with incident
electron energy (for 500 eV guiding was observed up to y/= 11°, whereas for 1000 eV
only up to y/= 7°). These results are similar to those for positive ions [37, 38, 40—43,
45—48, 51—55, 67, 74]. The angular widths of the guided electron distributions shown
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in Figure 22 are about 3°, and do not change noticeably with tilt or observation angle.
No strong significance should be attached to this result, however, because the inherent
angular resolution of the spectrometer was about 2.7° for the collimated 500 eV
electron beam (nearly the same value was found for 1000 eV) observed directly from
the bare filament.
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Figure 23. Plots obtained from the data of Fig. 22 showing the centroids of the
angular distributions vs. the foil tilt angles (v|/) for 500 and 1000 eV incident
electrons. The linear dependence demonstrates that electrons are guided through the
PET nanocapillaries.
The angular distributions for direct transmission at y/= 0° for 250, 500 and
1000 eV incident electrons plotted in Figure 24 show that transmitted intensity
increases exponentially with increasing electron energy (see inset of Figure 24).
To quantify the energy losses, the elastic and inelastic contributions to the
transmitted electron intensity, denoted by hiastk and Imeiastic, respectively, were
evaluated separately. As noted above (see Figure 21) the spectra of 500 and 1000 eV
electrons show that for y/ = 0° electrons are transmitted through the foil encountering
only minimal interactions with the capillary walls. Consequently, any deviation from
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Figure 24. Angular distributions for direct electron transmission at \\J = 0° at incident
electron energies of 250, 500 and 1000 eV.
the measured y/=0° energy profile for tilt angles y/> 0° is significant. This deviation
can be determined by superimposing the spectrum for y/ = 0° on the corresponding
spectra for y/> 0° and normalizing to the intensities of these latter spectra. When this
is done it is found that the high energy cutoff of the spectra for y/> 0° matches that for
y= 0° as shown in Figure 25, indicating the existence of an elastic contribution for all
tilt angles. In this way the elastic contribution can be determined directly and the
inelastic contribution can be obtained by subtraction of the elastic contribution from
the total integrated spectrum.
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Figure 25. Measured electron energy spectra for angles 6 ~ \\J showing the increasing
fractional electron energy loss vs. v|/ for incident 500 (upper panels) and 1000 eV
(lower panels) electrons. The dashed curve for \\J = 0° in each case shows the energy
spectrum obtained for electron emission from the bare filament normalized to the
spectrum for \\i = 0°. The shaded areas show the spectrum for i|/ = 0° normalized to the
spectra for \\i > 0°, indicating the elastic contributions to the individual spectra.

A plot of

inelastic

vs. tilt angle {y/) in Figure 26a shows that this inelastic

contribution dominates the transmitted spectra and increases with foil tilt angle. It is
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seen that for 500 eV electrons the ratio saturates above about 7°. This is because
incomplete electron energy spectra over the region of loss were recorded (see Figure
25), an oversight resulting from the fact that energy losses associated with the
transmitted electron spectra were not anticipated based on the earlier results for slow
positive ions and lower energy electrons. This omission was later corrected by
repeating the measurements at 500 eV.
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Figure 26. (a) Plot of

/.inelastic
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as a function of tilt angle (\\i); (b) linear fits to the elastic

elastic

and inelastic contributions to the transmitted intensities for incident 500 and 1000 eV
electrons.
Guiding Ability of the Capillaries
The ability of the capillaries to guide the ions or electrons is known as the
characteristic guiding angle y/c defined as the angle at which transmitted intensity
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falls to - of its value at y/ = 0°, i.e., l ^ - = - [46, 51-53]. To determine y/c, the
e
/(0)
e
spectra for electron observation angles 6 ~ y/ (i.e., the centroid observation angle for
each y/) shown in Figure 25 were considered, since these spectra represent the
maximum transmitted intensity for each tilt angle. To separately determine the values
of y/c corresponding to the elastic and inelastic contributions associated with the
transmitted electron spectra, the natural logarithm of the elastic and inelastic
contributions were taken and then plotted vs. yr as shown in Figure 26b. It was found
that these values can be fit by a linear function

Y=G-H*X

]n/(yO = ln/(0)

10

—

The inverse of the slope H then gives the corresponding value of y/c and G gives the
intercept.

From

Equation

10 the transmission

of electrons through

PET

nanocapillaries then follows an exponential attenuation law of the form
% ) = /(o°)exp

(

rather t h a n / ( ^ ) = /(0)exp

• 2

sin y/
sin2 y/c

-^

11

\

(see Equation 5, Chapter III) found for slow

highly charged ions [37, 46—48, 51—53] and lower energy electrons [59]. The values
of y/c for the elastic and inelastic contributions are given in Table 4 and compared
with the results obtained by Hellhammer et al. [46, 47] for positive ions. It is seen that
the values of y/c obtained in the present work for electrons are smaller than the
corresponding values for ions, and, furthermore, the values of y/c are quite different
for the elastic and inelastic contributions. Table 4 quantitatively suggests that electron
guiding falls faster than for ion guiding, i.e., the guiding ability of capillaries is
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smaller for electrons than for ions. Moreover, a comparison of Equations 5 and 11
indicates that the guiding mechanism associated with electrons transmitted through
nanocapillaries is different than for ion guiding [91].

Table 4: Values of y/c for electrons and comparison with positive ions.

y/c (degrees)
E/q(N)

Elastic

Inelastic

Ions [46, 47]

500

2.0 + 0.3

2.8 + 0.15

4.7

1000

1.6 + 0.3

2.1+0.35

2.9

To represent the integrated measured intensity for all tilt angles including y/ =
0°, a direct contribution representing the large transmission fraction near y/ = 0°,
corresponding to electrons passing through the capillaries with negligible interactions
with the capillary walls, must be included. From geometrical considerations, this
contribution, which is due to the convolution of the capillary aspect ratio, the beam
collimation, and capillary nonparallelism, decreases nearly linearly for y/ > 0° as
discussed above. To quantify the fast fall-off of the direct transmission, the
characteristic guiding angle ^*rec' was determined. For this, the values for the elastic
(Geiastic) and inelastic (GineiastiC) contributions at y/ = 0° were determined from the
intercept values G in Equation 10. These two values were then subtracted from the
total contribution at y/ = 0° to determine the direct contribution I(0°)direcl. The
Equation. 11 was then used to determine the y/frect giving a value of- 0.16° for both
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500 and 1000 eV electrons, indicating that direct transmission decreases very rapidly
as expected as shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27. Relative transmission intensities vs. tilt angle for 500 and 1000 eV
electrons.
Angular Distributions of Elastically and Inelastically Scattered Electrons
Using the same analysis technique for all observation angles 6 for a given tilt
angle y/, the elastic and inelastic contributions associated with each transmitted
spectrum for 9* ^were evaluated separately as shown in Figure 28 at y/ = 9° for 500
eV electrons. The resulting angular distributions plotted in Figure 29 show that the
centroids of the elastically and inelastically scattered electrons coincide and are nearly
equal to the tilt angle, i.e., 6 « y/, demonstrating convincingly that inelastically as well
53

as elastically scattered electrons are guided through the capillaries. These results again
show that the inelastic contributions dominate and that the elastic contributions fall
faster than the inelastic ones. The results from Figure 22 for the integrated transmitted
intensities are again shown in Figure 29 for comparison.
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Figure 28. Determination of elastic and inelastic contributions for all observation
angles at \y = 9° for 500 eV electrons.
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Figure 29. Angular transmission profiles for the inelastic and elastic contributions to
the measured electron energy spectra for each tilt angle investigated.
Repetition of the Measurements at 500 eV and Possible Deterioration of
Sample
The measurements were repeated for the transmission of 500 eV electrons
through the same insulating PET nanocapillary sample (length 10 jum. and diameter
200 nm) used to obtain the results already described above. The intent of these new
measurements was to cover the entire energy range of transmitted electrons, i.e., the
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complete range of energy loss, to confirm the previously observed energy losses in the
transmitted electron spectra (see upper panels b, c, d, e, f of Figure 25), and to
confirm the apparent guiding of inelastically scattered electrons (see Figure 29).
In the earlier measurements, the regions of the spectra corresponding to the
energy losses were incomplete because such losses were not anticipated based on the
previous results for slow ions [37], and for electrons [59] with energies similar to
those used here. Consequently, the spectra were not collected for sufficiently low
electron energies. In the new measurements for 500 eV electrons, the spectra were
recorded for transmitted electron energies from 350 to 550 eV to correct this
omission. In addition to confirming the essential features of the earlier measurements,
a significant deterioration of the sample apparently occurred as manifested in
substantially reduced transmission intensities and a greater fall-off of these intensities
with foil tilt angle as discussed below.
Figure 30 shows the energy spectra of the transmitted electrons for tilt angles
4°, 8°, and 12° and 6 = y/. These spectra cover the full range of electron energy loss as
opposed to those of Figure 25. The transmitted electron spectra for y/ > 0° (Figures
30b, c, d) show significant energy losses, indicating again that a large fraction of the
incident electrons undergo inelastic scattering with the inner surfaces of the
nanocapillaries in agreement with previous observations.
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Figure 30. Repeated measurements of electron energy spectra for angles 9 ~ \\i again
showing that transmitted electrons undergo significant energy losses. The dashed
curve in (a) shows the energy spectrum obtained for electron emission from the bare
filament normalized to the spectrum for \\i = 0°. The shaded areas in (b)-(d) show the
spectrum for \\J = 0° normalized to the spectra for \\i > 0°, indicating the elastic
contribution to the individual spectra.
The angular distributions of the transmitted intensities were calculated by
integrating the entire spectrum (350 — 550 eV), after background subtraction, for each
recorded observation angle 6 at a given tilt angle y, to obtain the results shown in
Figure 31a. For comparison, the corresponding results from Figure 22a for the same
PET foil are shown in Figure 31b. The transmitted intensities were normalized to the
incident beam current of ~ 0.5 — 3.0 nA as measured on the sample, and were
determined under equilibrium conditions as before. As seen from Figure 31a, the
transmitted intensities in the later measurements are significantly lower than those of
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the earlier measurements for the same PET foil (Figure 31b), suggesting changes in
the sample properties or deterioration of the sample.
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Figure 31. Angular distributions of the integrated normalized transmitted electron
intensities as a function of observation angle 9 for the indicated foil tilt angles \\i for
500 eV incident electrons for the later and earlier measurements. Solid lines are
Gaussian fits to the data.
The elastic (hiastic) and inelastic (Inelastic) contributions associated with each of
the transmitted spectra were evaluated separately by superimposing and normalizing
the ^ = 0 ° spectrum onto the y/> 0° spectra as shown in Figures 30b-30d, following
the technique used in Figure 25. The shaded areas show the elastic contributions. The
inelastic contribution was then determined by subtracting the elastic contribution from
the total integrated intensity of the spectrum. The ratio

Linelastic

plotted as a function of

elastic

foil tilt angle y/ in Figure 32, which includes the measurements, shows that inelastic
contributions dominate the transmitted electron energy spectra with the relative
contribution increasing over the full range of the measured y/, and with the ratios for
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500 eV still being a little bit lower than for 1000 eV. For the earlier 500 eV data the
ratio saturated above about 7° because of the incomplete electron energy spectra that
were recorded (see Figure 25).
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earlier and later measurements, and for 1000 eV electrons showing that the inelastic
contribution dominates the transmitted electron intensity and increases with \\i and
increasing electron energy.
Using the same analysis technique for all observation angles 6 for a given tilt
angle y/, the elastic and inelastic contributions associated with each transmitted
spectrum for 9 * y/ were again separately evaluated. From the resulting angular
distributions of inelastically and elastically scattered electrons shown in Figure 33, it
is seen that the centroids coincide and are nearly equal to the tilt angle, i.e., 6 « y/,
demonstrating that inelastically as well as elastically scattered electrons are guided, an
observation similar to that of Figure 29.
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Figure 33. Angular distributions of inelastically and elastically transmitted electrons
for the later measurements using the same PET nanocapillary foil.
The characteristic guiding angle y/c [46] based on Equation 11 for the elastic
and inelastic contributions were then separately determined following the same
technique as before and are listed in Table 5 along with the previous values (see Table
4) obtained. It is seen that the later values of y/c are considerably smaller than those
obtained earlier.
At this juncture it should be noted that elastic and inelastic scattering of 2
MeV He+ ions transmitted through a tapered (inlet diameter = 0.8 mm and outlet
diameter ~ 0.8 /um) Si02 capillary were also observed by Nebiki et al. [60] for
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capillary tilt angles of 0° and 2°. However, the inelastically transmitted ions were
attributed to penetration of the capillary walls and not to guiding. Moreover, only
elastic guiding was reported [60] in contrast to the present work for which guiding of
both elastically and inelastically scattered electrons transmitted through the PET
capillaries has been observed for all foil tilt angles.

Table 5. Values of the characteristic guiding angle y/c obtained from the data of Figure
30 for the elastic and inelastic contributions associated with the electron energy
spectra compared with the \]/c values obtained from the data of Figure 25.

y/c (degrees)
Elastic
E/qQf)
500 (Later)
1.4 ±0.4
500 (Earlier)
2.0 ±0.3

Inelastic
1.8 ±0.7
2.8 ±0.15

The significantly reduced transmitted intensities and greater fall-off with
increasing tilt angle for the later measurements suggest deterioration of the sample.
Though the exact reasons and the magnitude of deterioration are not known explicitly,
likely causes are considered.
One possibility is physical or chemical damage to the sample from long
periods of bombardment by the intense beam of electrons during the measurements.
The intense electron beam may increase the conductivity of the inner surfaces of
capillaries which, in turn, reduce the ability of the capillaries to form and maintain the
charge patches in the entrance region for guiding. Another possibility is that
contamination on the surface reduced the transmitted intensities by partially blocking
the capillaries. The electron beam may partially block the capillaries by depositing the
hydrocarbons on the surface of the sample during the bombardment, which, in turn,
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reduced the transmitted intensity. In support of this latter hypothesis, visual
examination of the sample showed discoloration at the point of impact with the
electron beam and a spot size corresponding to the beam size. Such discoloration has
been observed by other investigators [52], and was attributed to residual hydrocarbons
in the beam line that are deposited on the surface of the sample by impact with the
beam. In addition, a diffusion pump was used to pump the chamber and during the
measurements the vacuum inside the chamber was ~ 10"6 Torr which may also lead to
deposition of hydrocarbons on the sample.
Universal Scaling Law
As noted, the intensities of the transmitted electrons, and hence the values of
y/c, are lower than for positive ions [46, 47], indicating that electron guiding falls
faster [see Table 4] than for ions. For slow positive ions a universal scaling law
,

Ep
sin y/c = —— (Equation 6 of Chapter III) was deduced [46, 47, 53], where Ep and q

qus
are the energy and charge state of the incident ions, and Us is the deflection potential
across the capillary diameter in the entrance region. The values of Us deduced for
electrons and ions [46, 47, 53] using this scaling law are listed in Table 6. Although
the data for electrons are very limited compared to those for ions [46, 47, 53], it
appears that electrons may also follow a scaling law with nearly same slope but a
different magnitude (intercept) as shown in Figure 34. From Table 6 it is evident that
the deflection potential Us produced by the electrons in the entrance region of the
capillaries is much smaller than for ions, suggesting that, electrons are less efficient at
depositing and maintaining charge patches to guide the subsequent incoming electrons
through the nanocapillaries.
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Table 6. Values of the deflection potential Us for electrons and ions of the same
energy to charge state ratio, as determined from U = —

q

US(V)
V<7(V)

Electrons

Ions

Elastic Inelastic

[46, 47, 53]

500 (Earlier)

0.6

1.2

3.4

1000
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Figure 34. Scaled values of the characteristic guiding angle \\ic plotted as a function of
the projectile energy (in eV) divided by charge state (q) according to Equation 6.

Understanding the Differences Between Electron and Ion Guiding
From Tables 4 and 6 it is seen that for the same energy-to-charge ratio, i.e.,
Ep/q, the characteristic guiding angle y/c and calculated deflection potential Us for
slow HCIs and electrons are quite different. These differences suggest that ions are
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more efficient at forming and maintaining charge patches inside the capillaries, and
hence are better able to guide subsequent incoming ions. Moreover, the spectra of
transmitted ions do not show any significant energy loss or change in the charge state,
indicating that these ions do not undergo close collisions with the capillary surface, a
condition necessary for guiding the ions through the capillaries [37, 57]. In this
regard, it is noted that Monte Carlo simulations [57] for the guiding of slow HCIs also
did not show any energy loss or change in the charge state associated with the
transmitted ions. Slow HCIs can produce secondary electrons [91, 92] in close
encounters with the capillaries [12—14], and can also become fully neutralized, but
not those ions which are transmitted through the capillaries as is evident from the
observed unaltered charge state of the transmitted ions [37, 4CM13, 4 5 ^ 8 , 51—58].
Moreover, secondary electrons produced by ions increase the magnitude of the
deposited positive charge [92], while secondary electrons resulting from electron
bombardment decrease the charge.
The smaller values of y/c (Table 4) and the corresponding lower potential Us
(Table 6) for electrons indicate that they are less efficient at depositing charge on the
capillary surface, and the resulting charge patches may not produce a sufficient
Coulomb field to guide subsequent incoming electrons. Therefore only a fraction of
the incoming or primary electrons undergo elastic scattering with the deposited charge
patches and are guided in a fashion similar to positive ions [37], whereas the majority
of the incoming electrons suffer one or more collisions within the capillaries before
being transmitted or lost inside the foil [92]. These collisions include both elastic and
inelastic scattering of electrons within the capillaries [93—98], and, consequently, the
transmitted electrons can have energies ranging from 0 to the full energy Eprim, of the
primary electron beam [93—99].
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The transmitted electrons can be divided into two groups: (1) secondary
electrons with energies from 0 to 50 eV and (2) inelastically backscattered and
elastically scattered electrons with energies from 50 to Eprim. [93, 95, 96, 99]. The total
transmitted

electron

^prim

50

yield

(o)

[93, 96,

98,

99]

can

be

written

as

Sprint

a= f J{E)dE= \j(E)dE+ \ J(E)dE = S + rj. Here, J(E) is the energy dependent
0

0

50

distribution of electrons, or current density, a basic quantity for the description of
emitted electrons, 5= (number of secondary electrons)/(number of primary electrons)
is the secondary electron yield, and TJ = (number of reflected electrons)/(number of
primary electrons) is the backscattering coefficient [96, 99]. The various scatterings of
primary electrons with the surface and bulk of the material causing excitation and
ionization of atoms or molecules and plasmon decay contribute to the generation of
secondary electrons [93—99]. Secondary electrons are not only produced by the
primary electrons but also by reflected electrons [95, 96, 99]. Only secondary
electrons produced near the surface can reach and escape from the surface [93—99]. It
should be noted that although the values of 8, rj, and a are not determined in the
present measurements these are the important parameters in the context of interactions
of high energy electron beams with insulators [93—98].
The secondary, inelastically backscattered, and elastically scattered electrons
undergo the same scattering processes as those of the incident primary electron beam
[93—99]. Thus, it is likely that most of the electrons have undergone several collisions
within the capillaries before being transmitted with energies lower than the primary
electron energy or before being lost within the foil [91, 96—98]. The various inelastic
processes such as excitation and/or ionization of atoms or molecules associated with
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electron transmission are likely the cause of the lower transmitted intensities of
electrons than for ions.
Recent Monte Carlo simulations [65] of electrons interacting with an
amorphous surface of AI2O3 at grazing incidence show evidence for inelastic
scattering in contrast to results for the scattering of highly charged ions on a surface
[1], supporting the conclusion that electron guiding through nanocapillaries is a
different process than ion guiding. It was also predicted [65] that transmission of
electrons through the capillaries can be achieved even without charge-up the inner
walls of the capillaries. Therefore, the values of Us in Table 6 for the elastically
scattered electrons can be considered as the upper limits for the guiding of the
electrons [65, 92].
Based on the present results, a scenario of electron guiding through an
insulating nanocapillary can be envisioned as shown in Figure 35. A small fraction of
the electron beam entering the capillary at an angle y/ is guided through the capillary
due to deflection by the deposited charge in a fashion similar to positive ions [37] (see
Figure 1). However, the majority of electrons interact with atoms at or just below the
surface of the capillary due to the insufficient deposition of charges on the surface and
therefore undergo elastic and inelastic scattering processes. Due to the Columbic
attraction of the ion core of the atom they form jets of electrons moving generally in
the forward direction as shown by i, ii, and iii in Figures 35i-35iii. A fraction of the
electrons is therefore transmitted through the capillary with energies equal to or lesser
than the energy of the incident electron beam (Fig. 35i), whereas a larger fraction
(Figures 35ii-35iii) is lost inside the capillary due to various inelastic processes. The
present measurements for 500 and 1000 eV electrons and comparison with results for
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slow HCIs [37], support the conclusion that the transmission and guiding of electrons
through nanocapillaries is quantitatively and qualitatively different than ion guiding.

Figure 35. Scenario for electron transmission through an insulating nanocapillary.
Inelastic Processes Occurring During Electron Beam Bombardment of PET
The various inelastic processes that can occur when a PET polymer is
bombarded by high energy electron beams are shown schematically in Figure 36 [86,
88, 100—105]. When the polymer is irradiated by a high energy (500 and 1000 eV)
electron beam, inelastic processes can occur since the energy of the incident electron
beam is higher than the valence shell and K-shell ionization energies of the carbon,
oxygen, and hydrogen atoms that make up the sample, as well as the covalent bonding
energies between the elements of the PET sample [86, 88, 100—103]. For example,
the incident electron beam can excite or ionize C and O atoms leading to Auger
processes [86, 88, 100]. Also, the beam could cause cleavage or rearrangement (e.g.,
formation of C = C bonds), or stretching (C - H stretching in CH2 groups) or breaking
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of the C - C or C - O or C = O or CH or C - O - C bonds, and could even affect the
most stable benzene ring [88, 100, 104, 105].

I Incident electron beam
Rearrangement
of C=0...bonds
Localized electron
trapping leading to
build-up of space
charge.

O

- ^

O

-y^pht'T*
Bond Cleavage/
Breaking/
Cross linking

Carbon atom excitation and/or ionization

I

Cation/Anion
Products
| Volatile products [C02, CO, H2
0 2 , Hydrocarbons (CH4, C2H2,
C6H6...)]

K-shell, valence shell, Auger decay.

V

Generation of low energy (0 — 50 eV) Secondary Electrons

•v

J

Possible physical and chemical deterioration of PET sample

Figure 36. Electron beam irradiation of PET polymer.

As a result various volatile products [e.g., CO2, CO, O2, H2 and hydrocarbons
(CH4, C2H2, C6H6, etc.,)] and cations/anions could be produced [100, 101, 104, 105].
The incident electron beam can locally heat up the interaction area, thereby ejecting
secondary electrons from the surface, which in turn, increases the conductivity
exponentially, leading to thermal breakdown of the polymer [88, 100]. The incoming
electrons can also be trapped locally, thus creating a space charge [88, 100]. However,
a survey of the literature reveals that the dynamics of the fundamental mechanism
governing the scattering of electrons with insulators, unlike charged particle
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interactions with metals [99, 106], has not been extensively studied due to the
difficulties associated with charge build-up on the insulator surfaces.
16 MeV Q5+ Ions Through PET
The same PET nanocapillary foil of length (L) 10 jum and diameter (D) 200
nm (aspect ratio, £, = L/D = 50) was used to study the transmission of fast 16 MeV Os+
ions and its interactions with the capillary walls. The spectra of transmitted ions show
that 0 5+ ions undergo significant energy losses and charge exchanges within the foil
during the course of transmission. The results further support the deterioration of the
sample.
The measurements were performed at Western Michigan University using the
6 MV tandem Van de Graaff accelerator. The ion beam was collimated to diameter of
about 1.5 mm before it struck the sample. The sample was mounted on the
goniometer. The goniometer assembly and operation were identical to the electron
measurements (see Figure 2). The pressure in the chamber was ~ 10"6 Torr. Different
charge states of the transmitted oxygen ions were separated magnetically and then
counted using a silicon surface-barrier detector (SBD) that was moved along the
radius of the analyzed ions as indicated in Figure 37. The counts on the detector were
normalized to the beam current incident on the sample.
Figure 38 shows the transmitted ion spectra of 16 MeV 0 5+ ions incident on
the PET foil for four angular positions of the SBD detector: at the positions of the (a)
Os+, (b) 0 6+ , (c) 0 7+ , and (d) Os+ charge states. No evidence of the transmitted 0 4+
charge state was found. The peaks near 15 MeV in Figure 38 correspond to the
different charge states of elastically scattered oxygen ions. From kinematic
calculations the peaks occurring near 5 MeV are attributed to recoiling gold ions
coming either from the gold coated back surface of the capillaries or from inside of
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the capillaries at the exit (the sample surfaces were coated with gold deposited at an
angle of 45°), resulting from bombardment by the incident oxygen ion beam. The
determination of the different charge states of the gold ions are given below:

Dipole magnet
Goniometer

16 MeV Cf ion
beam from
Van de Graaff
accelerator

Silicon
SBD
Collimator
PET sample

Figure 37. Schematic of the apparatus for measuring ion transmission.
Since the motion of a charged particle in a uniform magnetic field is circular,
therefore, using the Lorentz force law we can write [107],
qvB =mv

12

where q is the charge state of the ion, v is its velocity, B is the magnetic field, m is its
mass, and r is the radius of the circle. From Equation 12 the magnetic field B can be
written as,
2

2mE
qr

13

where E -—mv1 is the energy of the ion.
Therefore, for the same B and r for gold (Au) and oxygen (O) ions,
B
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Using Equation 14, other charge states of gold ions are calculated as indicated in the
Figure 38.
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The peaks occurring below 5 MeV can be due to the carbon ions. Figure 39 shows the
angular distributions of the oxygen ions as a function of different detector position
(angle). The transmitted intensity of the oxygen ions decreases with increasing tilt
angle ^as can be seen from Figure 39.
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Figure 39. Angular distributions of the transmitted ion intensities for three different
tilt angles \\i = 0°, 1°, and 2°.
The appearance of charge changed oxygen ions, as well as gold and possibly
carbon ions, as well as the observed energy loss in the transmitted spectra (Figure 38)
suggest that 0 5+ ions have undergone close interactions with the capillary walls. The
origin of carbon ions in the transmitted spectra is uncertain but is speculated to be
from the hydrocarbons already deposited on the sample during the measurements for
electron guiding as mentioned above or from the sample itself [104, 105]. Therefore,
the energy losses and different charge states associated with the spectra of transmitted
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oxygen ions through the PET sample are not only consistent with the hypothesis of
the deterioration of the sample, but the fast ions may also further degrade the sample
[108-110].
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
The transmission and guiding of fast (500 and 1000 eV) electrons through
insulating polyethylene terephthalate (PET or Mylar) nanocapillaries of length 10 jum
and diameter 200 nm (aspect ratio 50) has been investigated and compared with the
results for slow highly charged ions (HCIs). The measurements focused on the
dependence of the transmission and guiding on the incident electron energy and foil
tilt angle y/. The angular distributions of the transmitted electrons clearly demonstrate
that electrons are guided through the sample. The guiding has been found to depend
on the foil tilt angle y/ and the incident energy, decreasing with increasing y/ and
incident electron energy as already observed for slow HCIs.
Unlike positive ions and somewhat lower energy (200 — 350 eV) electrons,
the transmitted spectra of 500 and 1000 eV electrons exhibit significant energy losses
for which the fraction of electrons losing energy increases with foil tilt angle y/ and
incident electron energy. The energy losses indicate that electrons suffer one or more
close collisions inside the capillaries before being transmitted or lost within the foil.
Despite considerable energy losses, both the inelastically and the elastically scattered
electrons are observed to be guided through the sample.
The characteristic guiding angle y/c, which is a measure of the guiding ability
of the capillaries, was calculated for both the elastically and inelastically scattered
electrons through the sample and was found to be much lower than for positive ions
of the same energy-to-charge ratio. This indicates that electron guiding falls off faster
than for positive ions. Furthermore, the value of y/c for the elastic contributions is
smaller than for the inelastic contributions. There is evidence that y/c for electrons
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may also follow a scaling law dependent on the energy-to-charge ratio similar to that
previously observed for slow HCIs, but this relationship needs further investigation.
It has been suggested that close collisions of electrons with the capillary walls,
giving rise to excitation and ionization of atoms or molecules, are the likely causes for
the observed lower transmission of electrons compared to positive ions. Comparative
studies of the present measurements for electrons with results for slow positive ions
indicate that the guiding mechanism for electrons is quantitatively and qualitatively
different process than for slow highly charged ions.
In the initial measurements, the observed energy losses associated with the
transmitted electron spectra were not anticipated as no evidence of energy losses has
been found for slow HCIs until now. Therefore, the spectra taken were incomplete
and did not cover the entire energy loss region. Hence, the measurements were later
repeated at 500 eV using the same PET sample, this time covering the entire range of
electron energy loss. The later measurements reproduced the essential transmission
and energy loss features of the earlier measurements. In addition, a large reduction in
the magnitude of the transmitted intensities was observed compared to the earlier
measurements. This reduction was attributed to deterioration of the PET sample
during the course of the earlier measurements. Possible causes were considered such
as physical and chemical changes to the surface or capillary properties due to the
intense electron bombardment of the sample.
The same PET sample was used to study the transmission of fast 16 MeV 0 5+
ions. The transmitted spectra indicate that 0 5+ ions undergo significant energy losses
and charge exchange within the sample while being transmitted. Moreover, the
appearance of gold and apparently carbon ions in the transmitted spectra support the
hypothesis of deterioration of the sample.
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A more detailed and systematic investigation of the underlying mechanisms
responsible for electron guiding through insulating nanocapillaries and sample
deterioration remains for future work.
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